Gospel of Feminine Leadership
108 pearls for the balance of the feminine
by Durga Holzhauser

1 Believe. There is higher source guiding us in visible and invisible ways. Call it God, call it
Universe or call it Goddess. The source is what we have in common. The source is within
you and within me and within all of us. We all have an indigenous spiritual guidance. 2 Dress
up in Love. 3 Stay rooted in heaven. Stay grounded on the earth. Knowing where we come
from is our ultimate destination. 4 Everything is alive. Do not allow things to veer into the abstract. We need to feel the sensuous texture of business and life. It has its own perfume, its
own style, own mood, own light and sound and taste. 5 Queens and Princesses of the heart:
true leaders create leaders. As a leader you are one of a kind. 6 Money is energetic flow. Money
is not virtual; money is energy. Money is value creation. It is a masterful teacher in learning
about the universal oneness of giving and taking. 7 Handmade is soulful. What was crafted
(and touched) by hand is luxury. 8 Our leadership grants awakening to our tribe and associates. Follow your heart and guide others to do the same. Encourage, support, foster, stimulate, inspire, nurture, deliver and extract. Give it all. Be the grace. Sponsor. 9 You give your
business a name, but you do not own it. It belongs to a greater supreme ideal serving all, loving all.
10 Prayer is our language. Prayer has a higher purpose: it’s our business evolution. We talk
to each other in prayers. 11 Success is the new enlightenment. Our spiritual path is embedded
in living our dreams. 12 Flowers are feminine teachers in how to succeed: With innocence,
seeding, growing, blossoming, harvesting, withdrawing, receiving, silence and vacancy.
These are all threads weaving a fabric of enlightenment. 12 Observe nature for help with making decisions. 14 Seduce. Attract like honey. 15 Community: Do it for yourself first. Then you can
serve all around you. 16 Mutually empower each other. We grant mutual permission to be
who we are. 17 Mission: We each have one. Know and feel that others have their own. 18 Heal
what you want to rule. This is the calling of true leaders. 19 Charm is a weapon. The real conversation is rooted in kindness, respect, love and tolerance. Overfill the world with joy. She will
trade up. 20 Create new space. Build space for new opportunities and workflow possibilities. Give space for each individual to earn his own life and human dignity. Create space for
your dream project. The more creative spaces we grow, the more territory we have for
change. 21 Compassion in companionship. When our colleagues are lost in self-doubt, fear or
speechlessness, we build support teams for them. We also build promotion teams to support them in times of strength. 22 When you’ve tapped into the real essence of things, there is
no competition. 23 Acknowledge the strengths of each other. We are cheerleaders for each
other. Know their strengths; feel their power in your bones. 24 Mutually empower each other,
rather than weakening each other. We grant mutual permission to be who we are. 25 We bow
to each other with one aim. We serve a higher source. And purpose. There we are one. 26
Evolution is the aim of our business. For a better world. We innovate our industry, naturally. 27
Our past is sacred. Our wounds are too. 28 Synchronicity is the power tool. 29 “Enough” is a
magical mantra. You already have all you need, no more and no less. Start here. Be grateful
and generous. The mantra of having enough will fill up the reserves of abundance. 30 Find
your Self in your center. The inner voice is eternal and wise. And the glow comes alive when
we pray and love. 31 Do not search. Trust you will find it. 32 Christlove forever. Whenever one
searches out the source of everything, she will find the inner Christ in the cosmos and in
herself. 33 Surf on the divine flow and on Universal timing. Everything you really need comes
in its right time. Every question posed in the right time will provide healing, and every answer
is delivered in its right time. 34 We flow with each other. The river, knowing the sea, bows to
embrace him. Each soul has a unique rhythm. Open up to study the rhythm of others; their
soul’s song. Each one is meant to sing in the divine orchestra. 35 Cooperation: it’s neither
domination nor submission. Trust that others are flowing with you. When she/he procrastinates, know the time is not ripe. Remember to hold steady: those who are overpowered by
others can never find their own work flow. 36 Knowing our roots. Never deny were you come
from. Grounded in our own mother culture we tolerate the differences of others. Your mother tongue and freedom are your birthright. For the balance of the feminine. 37 Read the signs.
38 Business is a dance. Are you a passionate tango lead or a graceful ballerina? A drummer
or softly flowing leader? Each of us has her/his own rhythm of succeeding and flowing with
the universe. We continue to work on new forms of work and flow with each other. The universe is our dance teacher through the evolution. 39 Effortless is surrender. 40 Hunt for authenticity, not for celebrities. Knowing that hidden among our shadows lives the light that
we shy away from (and thus our embedded power), we challenge our weakness to polish
our potential and our envy to love our own genius. 41 God is our best business advisor. 42
Learn to read the inner map. Remember we were all born with a perfect master plan, our
celestial mission. We have engraved knowledge about it in our inner map. We remember
the decoder. We trust the miracle to … Flash!!!! 43 Travel your inner landscape. Open new
rooms. Integrate. All life form starts within. It will never be perfect, but will always be whole.
44 Curiosity. Never stop learning. I always say the day I end my curiosity to master what I
Iove, I will die. Not physically, but in my passion. Not learning is dying. 45 Right timing: Sense
timing like temperature. Our skin knows. Time freezes, warms up, gets hot when the time
is right. We can sense it in our ovaries, its flow, all based in synchronicity. (synchronicity
timing) 46 Emotional leadership is continuously hooked into the source of all power. Within its
reaches, we trust (rather than doubt) and our impulses are welcomed as essential tools of
the progress. 47 R-evolution. 48 Generosity is gold. 49 We are connected. Connected to collective knowledge is a pool. A divine master plan enrolls itself. Step by step. Trust each step.
50 You do not know the ending. Just know the next step with excitement. The universal master
plan is always fortuned and favored. 51 Experiment is investment. Risk failure and success.
52 Follow the process, not the result. 53 The path is the joy. This moment is the fulfillment. 54
Forgiving is our daily ritual. We are humans and we will make mistakes again and again. 55
Knitting teaches us how to create meaning. Weaving teaches us how to connect. 56 Be brutally honest. Honor the other one with respect and truth. 57 We are mothers of business. We give
birth to ideas. We grow them inside first. Then we deliver them, nourish and protect them.
We have no goals or wishes of our own; we know that divine seeds grow organically into
perfection. We are just the gardeners and fairies. We stay open to receive. Openness is our
highest resource. 58 Tolerance is our dignity. The future we belong to investigates the creation of new life forms beyond dogma and fanaticism. All religions are extensions rather
than limitations. 59 Divine laws of creation: We break rules. We do not make them. 60 Qualities:
We allow our genius to shine, our divine gifts to be shared, and our resources to be nourished and connected. 61 We share proudly the state of continued growth, not the end result. 62
Beauty is the essence of our purpose. 63 Abundance for everybody. The universe knows better than we do. 64 You have a magic sword. Use it! 65 Say no when self-love demands it. Even
to the divine. 66 When ego wants to interfere, we need to break through love’s barriers even
more gently. 67 We live in seasons. We know them and feel their energies. Transitions are
passages that allow us to let go of what’s dying. We give birth to the new in the midst of the
breakdown of the old. 68 Devotion is fuel. Give without asking. 69 Ritualize: Your work space is
your temple. Your heart is an Altar. 70 The soft and the tough attitudes unite the contradictions.
Whatever is needed, we have learned enough to know when to dissolve in surrendering
softness and when to rally with pointed toughness. 71 Reaching out for the stars! A fresh take
on ambition. 72 A culture of independent, self-determined entrepreneurs. Building up independent cultures, greenhouses of creativity, uniqueness, authenticity and just being who we
are. 73 You are a sovereign empress of your kind. You know your empire: it is an impermeable
empire of authenticity. You have the power to say no and to invite. You safeguard your
boundaries and borders. You powerfully protect your tribe and promote their self-realization. In your empire every soul finds its own place of bliss. 74 You are a creative new breed.
You build empires and show others to do the same. Empires of fresh content and uniquely
inspired ideas, desires, glamours, magnetism. Wishcraft reigns. You harness white magic
powers. 75 You are creating a new world. Your vision: A better future our children can be
proud of. Creation. Value. Innovation. You show up and shine. You are a revolutionary,
life-changing force. You are the dawn of all and you know how to experience, relax and receive. No reproduction, always creation. 76 You are a wild sister of God. You were born with a
prophecy. You awaken. You become aware. You grant presence. You are clear on the purpose of your prophecy: to hold a lifelong, shameless conversation with God. 77 Your empire’s stars shine bright and inspire others to create a better life. You are your own teacher. You
know all the answers; the answers are in you. If not, you know who carries them and can
find them. All happenings are part of your teachings. 78 Embodied bliss: You embrace sensation and sensuality. You nourish the five senses. You are a mother of fiestas and pleasures.
79 You are the maverick of evolution. Your power is divine, transforming fear and an impulse
to control. Whenever you enter a new stage in your life, you simultaneously die and are reborn. Aligning with your own sacred path is salvation. Your life in all aspects is initiation. 80
You are life: epiphany and incubation, illumination without words. 81 You are medicine for the
world. With humility you know you heal only a small wounded part of life. You grew the medicine in your soul garden and your potions are distilled from experience. Your healing comes
at the beginning of each project, not the end. 82 You are the sovereign ruler of your inside
world. Wherever you walk, inside you remain untouched. From this steady space, your outward love commands respect. You embrace all you are, were and will be, and are forever
rooted in light guidance. Your vulnerability is your strength. You listen carefully. It’s your secret. 83 Grounded in your faith, you just know. In that knowing, you are connected to the
source and knowing what to do *right now* is your currency. When you doubt your instincts,
you know you are not snapped into your pivot point of faith. 84 You create your own religion.
Your life is your initiation path. You make your recipe: Christianity in its purest sugar with
some Hindu spices and Buddhist medicine. You are a visionary, shamelessly. You take what
an Empress needs. You know the sources of power. You do not reveal all your secrets. You
do not deal in conventions. 85 You plant your ideas and cultivate gardens of unmatched splendor. God is a genius and had no talent at all for repetition. Uniqueness is your authenticity.
You are proud of your individuality, as it will show you who you are. When you do what you
love it creates an abundant harvest. Success naturally follows. 86 You create space for growing and thriving. You contribute love-filled spaces to others’ empires, wiping out falsity, destruction, illusion. Others look to you to create the right environment. 87 Centered. Whispering silence. You oscillate gently in peaceful waves, receiving calm insights into the heart of
the matter. Your greatest resource: listing deeply. 88 You only leave your empire when the
balance of earth and universe is in danger, and even then reluctantly. While you’re gone you
crave a return to your own environment. When you walk too far away you feel in danger of
getting lost, ultimately forgetting your true purpose. To do so would be like a death; you
have to return to your spiritual home to be nourished to health by your tribe. 89 You fearlessly go into the war zones: Inspiration. Artistry. Information activism. 90 You are generous, knowing
that to give yourself is to give a gift of God. Your generosity comes from your greatness. You
give away love, light, community, fun, knowledge, motivation, courage, mystic, depth, focus. An Empress gives away acknowledgement, the feeling of being wanted, needed and
loved. 91 Your mission: to develop a concept in the service of enlightenment and good feelings. In
this world money tastes like honey and business feels like worship. You turn real dreams
into liquid assets. Doing something exceptional & authentically yours plants a small seed for
a happy, enlightened society. 92 You know that the size of your empire is not what’s important.
It’s about YOU having the big picture in mind. 93 You have faith in divine timing. You do things
only when you want to do them, when the time is right. You know that the ripest, juiciest
movement happens at the right time. So you expand time; you wait. 94 She who cares less
wins. You are relaxed. You find refuge in faith, trust, and confidence. 95 You come together
with the right people. You foster new collective leadership. You invent and innovate your industry together. Connections are the most precious jewels we share. You pray: May the
Universe bless our encounter and give us both the grace to grow. 96 To you competition is
irrelevant. Your origin is your inner space, where there is no competition. You grow with and
through others in your tribe. 97 When others doubt you, you know you will change their minds.
They will fall in love with you. You create vast blue oceans. You improve life for others. You
are wild, you are highly respected. And your divine visions are needed. So be prepared to
make opportunities, to fill them with sacred stories and trends that will change the world. 98
Your leadership style is based on intimate, peaceful conversation. Associating. Creating acquaintance. You heal the conversation that once stopped. 99 A master of complexity, you pick the
right answer at the moment, and the solution is yours. The next moment may be the contradiction, you know this. Wholeness may be discovered in an instant, so you look to the future,
not the past. And you find simplicity in every complexity. 100 You discover new continents
everywhere from your bathroom to your desk, the shopping mall, your friend’s eyes, the clothing
you slip into each morning, the smile you wear. 101 You are blessed with such expansiveness
that it is no surprise the limitless number of talents and outlets through which you express
it. You do not want to tame it. Harness it into a single voice or message. Meet your wildness
with your purpose. Help them fall in love and work together. Create a channel in your life like
the Grand Canyon to contain their force, and grant access to the sacredness, beauty, and
monument of your messages. 102 You weave your soul’s dress. Honest, truthful, ethical. Live
long and remain curious. You maintain your stainless ethical core inside and love the wider
world passionately. Bow to birth and death in every single moment. 103 You acknowledge the
sacred in the ordinary. You can see the connecting force between all living things, and ordinary rituals take on great meaning. Simply sharing the ordinary wonder of daily existence,
taking time to experience life becomes your second nature. 104 You find spirituality everywhere and in everything: in a scent, a touch or a sphere, in a color as much as in a journey. You
make the spiritual in everyday life visible and tangible. You touch on the rare, suspended
moments of bliss in which we know why we are alive and celebrate our own existence. 105
Your future is moldable. You rest in a cradle of opportunities. An eternal dream activator, you
fiercely protect your sacred inception times. You embrace the magic of the moment and the
fluid currency of bliss. 106 You write the script for your life’s movie. You are the actor, not the
re-actor. Enjoy the costume, the scenery, the sensory explosion. Give in to seductive enjoyments. Everything you learn turns into wisdom when you are a conscious participant. 107
You trust that the universe works for you and you reciprocate with forgiveness. At the end of
every single day, you come back to human kindness. You can have it all, but you will never
own it. Life’s passion for love dictates the economics. 108 You are a universal dreamer. Success is your path of enlightenment. It is the final fulfillment of the dream we were born with.
The Universe is abundance. We each carry a pattern inside of what we want to fulfill. You
make the ordinary extraordinary.

Om namah shivaya.
Endlessly.
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